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In The Way of Happiness
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In Relation to Doubt

Current Afflictions
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Defining Directions

Hope in God
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Feeling of Charity
revolt
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world,
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However, our sister's words go

It is thus assumed that the

reflections on the subject in Paris

even further, referring to the dif-

feeling of charity is made alive to

in1860, published in chapter XIII

ferentiation

charity

the extent that man is able to

of The Gospel According to Spirit-

from

being

equalise with his brother, and by

ism. A small paragraph of great

more difficult to be exercised.

contrast, that feeling dies each day

amplitude, addressing the material

It does not want to prevent the

that he places himself in a differ-

and moral charity, encourages the

first, but to encourage a comple-

entiated, distant position.

reader to rescue the feeling of

ment of actions, in which, in addi-

charity. By reflecting on the use of

tion to the material care offered to

or planned acts; simply

money and how much poverty still

the abandoned of the world, the

them to be taken, every day, by

rages on the planet, it accuses

individual can tolerate, and under-

the feeling of charity; therefore,

selfishness of preventing man from

stand and love.

soon peace, which is so aspired

seeing

his

brothers

with

moral

of
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charity,

this

their
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needs exposed, helpless and un-

message of Jesus, that we are all

fortunate in their life.

brothers, and how difficult it is to

They are timely words because

recognize this divine sonship and

they dilute the hypocritical dis-

the brotherhood that unites us.

course that holds politicians and

Still clinging to material differ-

rulers accountable for the difficul-
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ties and disparities that prevail in

positions, status, races, and beliefs

They are not thought, foreseen
allow

for, will reign among men.
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